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MARINE DAMPERS AREN'T AN ITEM TO BE OVERLOOKED 
 
 

Smoke and fire dampers are an important part of any vessel's full 

ventilation system, be it a workboat, sportfisher or megayacht. If 

combustion is detected, the unit's blades automatically close to shut off air 

flow, preventing spread and further damage. Delta "T" Systems 

manufactures a broad range of heavy duty Round and Rectangular Marine 

Dampers, actuated either pneumatically or electrically. 

Delta "T" Systems' high-performance Standard Round Marine 

Dampers are engineered to be the safest and most compact high-volume 

ventilation component assemblies available. They couple directly to the 

company's popular Marine Axial Fans or can be installed independently if 

no fan is present. Standard sizes range from 12" ID to 36" ID, in either 

aluminum or stainless steel. 

Ideal for new builds and retrofits, rugged Standard Rectangular 

Marine Dampers are custom-sized for any required specification. The frame 

and blades are constructed from anodized marine-grade aluminum. Powder 

coating in any color is available to add an extra level of protection and 

match interior décor. 

Both pneumatic and electric actuators are suitable for use with 

pressurized fire suppression systems. They are USGC, ABS, UL and Factory 

Mutual type approved. 
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Pneumatic actuation of both round and rectangular configurations 

requires only 70 PSI to release the blade and provide instant spring-loaded 

closure. This can be triggered through an onboard supply line, with Delta 

"T" Systems' optional Actuator Gas Cylinder or manually. 

Round and rectangular models with electric actuation are available in 

AC or DC to suit a wide range of applications. They may be opened and 

closed manually, and a built-in failsafe mode will automatically trigger the 

damper in the event of a power loss. 

Delta "T" Systems engineers and manufactures custom marine 

ventilation systems including axial fans, blowers, duct fans, controls, 

dampers, moisture eliminators, weather closures, vents, louvers and grills. 

Its technically-advanced equipment has been installed in over 14,000 

vessels worldwide. It 's also the exclusive authorized agent for Cranston-

Eagle Marine Hooks in the US. 

Contact Delta "T" Systems, 858 W 13 th Ct., Riviera Beach, FL 33404. 

561-204-1500; Fax: 561-848-1611. info@deltatsystems.com; 

www.deltatsystems.com. 

 


